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The Current World Crisis 

Public Reading, Nagoya, Japan September 1st 1991  

 Q-1.     You will have before you the Records and the enquiring minds of these people gathered 
here, the nation of Japan and the Records related to World Prophecy. You will give relationship 
to Universal Forces and comment on purposes and direction. Please allow for translation by 
stopping after each sentence. Please answer questions as I now ask. 

A-1.     Yes, we have these Records, and we would help you to see the world balance 
changing in this manner.  

Be not so concerned with changes in the Soviet Union[1] at this time, rather be aware of 
the alliance of the world of Islam, for this world is the fastest growing cohesive element.  

And understand recent events in this manner:  

That much of what you have seen as may be scandal in economics has come as a 
result of the dominance of commerce and banking by western businessmen associated 
with Christianity and Judaism.[2] This is especially significant to the world of Islam who 
attempted in what you have called BCCI [3]Scandal to assert itself as a new alignment 
of nations begins to form. It is because of this that we have warned in previous times of 
a Jihad or Holy War toward the end of this century.  

….There has … been an unfair manipulation of economy to exclude the Islamic World. 
Thus in the re-alignment of nations, Islam tends (to see this) as an attempt to isolate 
that sector. (Unless the powerful nations of the world) overcome differences attributed 
to religion, a Third War…is virtually inevitable (as) these forces align (to) create what 
appears to be a Holy War.  

The opportunity to avert such a Holocaust comes in more appropriate alliances with 
those countries (and) the overcoming of fear and misunderstanding in the Western 
World toward Islam.  

As to the role of [4](the United States and) Japan, there is a difficulty here, as well, in 
economic alliances, for you will find that much of the world's resource and money is to 
be found in those countries which are largely excluded from banking and economics. 
There is a massive cartel of control by them which attempts to limit Japan's role in 
economics. Much of this you have already seen.             

During this period of realignment of nations, it is important that you reach out not only to 
western nations, but will find a need for a balance - an awkward balance, perhaps - with 
the Islamic world as well. If you then would play a meaningful role in assisting the 
development of those countries, to reduce the anger of isolation and prejudice.  
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For you will find an Islamic leader emerging, and this will lead to that we have spoken of 
before, an attack on Israel, which will be a major threat of the use of nuclear arms. The 
recent war[5] is a portion of the balance of which we speak, and will be re-
encountered.       

Do not underestimate the power of those who know how to pray and meditate to change 
the consciousness. Would offer prophecy as opportunity that you should change such 
outcomes.  

… Then our comment to you would be:  

Accept responsibility for that you create with your lives. This world has been a world 
ruled by fear. Fear is the destructive energy. A divided or bicameral mind can only 
create destruction. It is through the building of the Unified Mind that man may build a 
unified technology and learn to build energy rather than destroy matter for the release of 
energy.  

If that principle is understood, you will know that Love is greater than fear, that the force 
of Life is more powerful than the force of death, and that man cannot ultimately destroy 
this planet, for this is a Living Being that is a Body of God. That which is created cannot 
destroy its creator. Therefore you should then ever give hope, not give anxiety. 

That is our message. It is meant to be encouragement and blessing and not to be taken 
as warning.  

Paul Solomon Reading 9418 - RP - GR – Nagoya Public Reading, Japan, September 1, 1991 

[1] This Reading was done at the time of the break-up of the Soviet Union.  

[2] According to Paul, the business practices currently called “scandalous and illegal” in the West, were 
simply a part of the way Arabs and Moslems normally do business.  

[3] BCCI –  Bank of Credit and Commerce, the banking system of the Arab world.  

[4] Since this particular Reading was done in Japan, the emphasis of course is on Japan. The United 
States was mentioned in similar context in other readings, and we thus felt it was permissible for clarity to 
add the United States.  

[5] “Recent War” refers to The Gulf War, which occurred in the early part of 1991. 
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